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The Church in the Modern World:
Rereading Gaudium et Spes
After Thirty Years
WILLIAM C. McDONOUGH

Introduction: The Significance of a Preposition

I

N HIS COMMENTARY on Gaudium et Spes, Charles Moeller
calls attention to the preposition "in" in the title of The
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modem World. Catholics,
he writes, cannot follow the separation implied in World Council
of Churches' documents on "Church and Society," since the very
title of Vatican !I's pastoral constitution relates church and world
in an intrinsic manner. 1 Moeller's reminder notwithstanding, one
sees· many commentators - perhaps the majority - reading that
pastoral constitution as if the little preposition "in" were not
present in its title. Such commentators seem to read the document
selectively, centering on either the "modern world" part of the
title or the "church" part.
This paper's thesis is that the preposition is a key to reading
Gaudium er Spes. The thesis has a -general and a specific form.
More generally, I claim that centering in on that preposition can
help us move beyond two false starts - the overemphasis on
either church or world that I mentioned above - in our reception
of Gaudium et Spes. More particularly, I argue here that getting
beyond those false starts is crucial for Catholic moral discussions,
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which have been largely paralyzed by two opposing forms of
church-world dualism. In pursuing both the general and particular
thesis I am only elaborating a position recently articulated by
Walter Kasper:
Even today - thirty years after Gaudium et Spes
- both the systematic development of . . . a
christologically grounded and defined anthro
pology and the fully articulated formulation of
corresponding individual and social ethics are in
many respects an urgent desideratum. Formulated
in general terms: today the reception of the
Second Vatican Council is by no means behind
us, but in many respects still before us.2
In the second and third sections of this article, I will argue for
the general and specific forms of my thesis in positive terms. In
the first section which follows, I outline the approaches I am
arguing against here, approaches that tend to concentrate - I
think almost exclusively - on one half of the subtitle of Gaudium
et Spes. That is, both approaches have taken the preposition "in"
out of the title of The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the
Modern World.
Before any of that I pause to admit the difficulty of getting the
meaning of Gaudium et Spes right. Already in introducing the first
textual draft considered on the floor of the Council in 1964,
Bishop Guano, who headed the drafting subcommission, described
the great difficulty his group had in drafting the constitution:
"What is difficult is to arrive at a just equilibrium between
recalling the greatest principles of the Gospel - without which
we would not be able to see - and an explanation of present
conditions, which need to be treated in light of those principles."3
What is Guano admitting except that the Council itself, once
it decided to take up work on the church ad extra, was not sure
how to proceed?4 And, in what remains perhaps the most helpful
interpretation of Gaudium et Spes, Henri de Lubac claimed in his
1968 commentary that the document itself provides some of the
seeds of its own misinterpretation:
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Everything ... in the end, was placed under the
sign of the Word of God made flesh, who, "a
perfect human being entered into the history of
the world, assuming and recapitulating that
history in ,himself " (Gaudium et Spes, par. 38).
One senses here, on the part of the redactors, the
concern to find a doctrinal equilibrium that will
always be hard to establish perfectly. Without
doubt, even the final text reflects the steps of a
path strewn with stumbling stones, and the hand
of many redactors who helped it along. ...It is
nonetheless necessary to be grateful to the
Council for having entered into new terrain ...
without organizing a system." 5
So when I now reject two tendencies in the interpretation of
Gaudium et Spes, I do not mean to imply that the document's
meaning is easy to establish.
Two Missteps on the Way to Understanding
Interpretations of Gaudium et Spes emphasizing its embrace of
the possibilities of the modern world predominated in the heady
years following the Council, a period Kasper calls the "initial
phase of exuberance immediately after the Council."6 One already
sees this tendency to embrace the modern world and its promise
in the conciliar debates themselves.In the same speech in which
he asked his brother bishops to avoid another Galileo case around
the issue of contraception, Cardinal Suenens issued this call:
Sequamur progressum scientiae. 7
Thirty years later the initial exuberance has faded, and along
with it has come a gnawing sense that scientific progress has been
accompanied by "man's growing, far-reaching uncertainty re
garding his own essence."8 In the words of Vaclev Havel, "the
relationship to the world that modern science fostered and shaped
now appears to have exhausted its potential ...[T]he relationship
is missing something.9
Still, one-sided, overly optimistic readings of Gaudium et Spes
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reign in some quarters. Let Thomas Shannon's recent characterization
of the meaning of Gaudium et Spes stand for the partial reading I
am rejecting here:
I wish to focus on what I consider to be the most
critical element in Gaudium et Spes: the shift from
a classical to an historical perspective ....From
my perspective, the most important sentence in
Gaudium et Spes is in paragraph five: "Thus,the
human race has passed from a rather static concept
of reality to a more dynamic,evolutionary one.'t0
This interpreter, a moralist, like many others who read
Gaudium et Spes this way, emphasizes that among the Council's
major contributions was to free moral thinking from "an
impersonal system of law applied abstractly to the individual to a
consideration of the person and his or her acts as the moral
standard."11 A similar reading of Gaudium et Spes appears in a
recent book by moralist John Gallagher,for whom the document
signaled a "shift away from human na.ture ...focus[ing] instead
on the human person or individual."12
But how can this be the central meaning of Gaudium et Spes?
Where has the church gone in this exaltation of change and
individual persons? Listen again to Kasper: "The church today is
among the few remaining providers of meaning in our society.For
a secularized and pluralistic society cannot give itself any final
grounding.'' 13 My claim is that Shannon's interpretation represents
a first failure to keep the preposition "in" in the title of The
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World.
But it is certainly not the only,nor perhaps the most pressing
of the one-sided interpretations of Gaudium et Spes. There is
another,perhaps more subtle partial reading of the document that
begins from the recognition of the limits of a full embrace of the
modern world. This partial reading would take the "in" out of the
Pastoral Constitution and leave us,I think, as a church very much
outside the modern world.
I see such a partial reading of Gaudium et Spes in the recent
America magazine article "The American Church in Jeopardy,"
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by Martin Tripole. The author i:akes issue with Avery Dulles's
suggestion that Gaudium et Spes called for "a completely new
understanding of the relationship between the church and the
world." Tripole warns:
A problem begins to occur, however, when,
according to some who adopt this new way of
thinking, the service (of the church to the world)
is to the temporal needs of others. . . . As a
result, we no longer have provided people with a
valid reason for concern for the communal,
liturgical and sacramental life of the church....
Our church is falling apart. For the sake of our
commitment to less noble factional causes, we are
sapping the life blcrod of the church. Only if we
unite in a faith community in and with the Lord,
will God's purposes in his church be served.
Immediate action is necessary, if we care about
the church's survival. 14
Tripole's call for "immediate action" is the unspecified and
ominous concluding sentence of his article. Does he mean that the
church should withdraw from serving the "temporal needs" of the
people in the world? If so, his article is an overreaction, one
beginning to take form in our day, that, while finding the central
meaning of Gaudium et Spes to be almost the opposite of that
proposed by Shannon, will turn out to be 'just as incomplete.
Taking the church out of the modern world cannot be the
direction indicated by Gaudium et Spes.
Again, it is Kasper who provides the needed response:
Unfortunately, in the last twenty-five years the
many etrergies for the internal renewal of the
church were as often absorbed by internal trench-·
fighting. In fact, most of these internal fights are
of very little interest to the- majority of humanity.
They are the more or less esoteric concerns of
insiders. The majority .of human beings have other
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and more pressing concerns. In fact, while the house
burns blazing, we fight.about which picture frames
should be dusted first, by whom, and how. We
forget that the church is not there for itself. It is
a sacrament for the salvation of the world.15
It was Moeller who first noted the importance of the
preposition "in" in the title of the Pastoral Constitution. As we try
to decipher the document's significance many years later, let us
begin by refusing to ignore that preposition and either the church
or the modern world which it attempts to link.

The Twofold Meaning of Gaudium et Spes
Even though he finds "stumbling stones" in the road to
interpreting Gaudium et Spes, Henri de Lubac suggests a way
toward a less partial reading of the pastoral constitution. De Lubac
suggests that the two parts of Gaudium et Spes complement each
other: part one begins on modernity's terms and claims that we
modern human beings, on our own terms, cannot avoid admitting
our dependence on God; part two begins on the church's terms
and claims the church, again on its own terms, cannot avoid
engaging with all human beings in responding to the world's
urgent problems:
And so arise the ,two great interconnected but
inverse problems involved in these two parts of
the Constitution ...On the one hand, it is our
task to justify, from the starting point of human
reality, the obligation that binds man to direct his
path, within the liberty of his personal life,
toward that divine end that Jesus Christ reveals
and promises to him through the mediation of his
Church. Or again, in echo of the words that open
the Constitution: from the starting point of the
joys and hopes, but also of the sorrows and
agonies of contemporary man, it will be necessary
to remind him of an anxiety infinitely more
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profound, but also of a promise infinitely more
grandiose than all the anxieties and all the
promises of the time in which he lives....The
goal of this task is to lead man, so often absorbed
by the multiplicity of worries and problems that
he daily encounters in the structure of his earthly
life, to ask himself about the entirety of his being.
On the other hand, once this great problem
- which is undeniably the problem of man and
the problem of God - is considered resolved, it
will still be necessary to begin from the starting
point of faith itself, and to justify rationally the
interest that the Christian nonetheless attaches to
the contingent realities of this world.
Two· interrelated problems. . . . [First, the
theologian] will start to demonstrate to the
unbeliever that he cannot avoid the problem of
his final destiny. . ..[Second, she] will have to
show that the Christian vocation is the final
reason - and the only fully satisfying one of the
"earthly activity" (par.34) of man. 16
For de Lubac, Gaudium et Spes moves beyond its partial
interpretations by insisting that neither church nor world has
meaning except in its link to the other. Pope Paul VI had put the
issue this way: "The split between the gospel and culture is
without a doubt the drama of our time." 17 My thesis is that de
Lubac here shows us a way beyond any approaches to interpreting
Gaudium et Spes that retain the "split" spoken of by Paul VI.
To Shannon and all who are concerned about "individual
persons," de Lubac says Gaudium et Spes accepts such persons as
the starting point of discussion. Then it shows that what such
persons have most in common is rheir need for God: what we need
most is the way beyond our individuality that only faith provides.
But to Tripole and others who move quickly to emphasize Christ's
church as the place providing the needed move beyond themselves
for modern individuals, de Lubac will also have a response. And
it is the quickness of the move to Christology that needs questioning.
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Such quick moves to Christology are made often enough. For
example, one seems to be made by David Schindler in bis recent
article on the pastoral constitution. He advocates a reading of the
document through the lens of what he calls an "ontological" and
not merely "moral" Christocentrism, an approach that "insists
that a re-centering in Jesus Christ makes a difference already in the
original content of man's imaging of God." 18
But Gaudium et Spes recognizes a different, more ambiguous
"original content": the "joys and the hopes, the grief and the
anguish of the people of our time" are the starting point for and
necessary orientation of the church's concerns. The move to a
christological response, while necessary, is made less quickly in
Gaudium et Spes than Schindler seems to recognize. Let another
affirmation by Walter Kasper stand as a further specification of the
less partial interpretation de Lubac is calling for:
The premise of christology is a relatively inde
pendent anthropology. In this sense theology
should adopt a positive attitude to the modern
turn to anthropology and the modern notion of
autonomy. But christology is also critical of parti
cular anthropological schemes, whether they be
theoretical or practically lived; and it points to
the fundamental problem which the anthro
pological approach leads to. It therefore outbids
anthropology. . . . The relationship between
christology and anthropology can be more closely
defined in thr�e ways: as an affirmation .of
everything that is right, true, ,good and lovely
about human beings; as a prophetic criticism of
all forms of alienation in human beings; and
finally as the creative surpassing of everything
that is possible 'in purely human .terms, and thus
as the completion and fulfillment of human
heings in God. 19
So it is not that the Christological center of Gaudium et Spes
1s jn doubt. Kasper even claims that paragraph twenty-two's
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opening sentence, which follows here, is the central affirmation of
the constitution: "In reality it is only' in the mystery of the Word
made flesh that the mystery of humanity truly becomes clear."20
It is just that Gaudium et Spes works its way to this central
affirmation in a less aprioristic way. Tripole's and Schindler's
christological focus forgets to start on modernity's anthropological
turf: it does not keep the church in the modern world. Shannon's
anthropological focus forgets to move beyond modernity's para
lyzed anxiety in the face of death;21 it forgets to keep the modern
world in some context that can give it a reason to go on.
Thus, it is by means of a christological move, but one come
to "from below," that Gaudium et Spes kept the church in the
modern world. We will return to the question of Christology at
the end of this paper. For now it is enough to say that it is by
means of such a Christology that the pastoral constitution
emphasizes the preposition this paper is seeking to highlight.

Four Moral Theological Implications
Immediately after claiming that in Gaudium et Spes anthro
pology is taken up into and outbid by christology, Kasper adds
that "an individual and social ethic based on the Christian
viewpoint is an urgent requirement."22 In this section of the paper
I ask about the implications for moral theotogy of the decision of
Gaudium et Spes to keep the church in the modern world. We
already saw that Kasper thinks we are just now able to begin
working on this "urgent desideratum." So from the start I wish to
be clear that what follows should be read not as a road map for
the revision of moral theology but as a hope-filled extension and
application of Gaudium et Spes to a very urgent task before us.
What is evidently needed is an understanding of morality as
spirituality, a spirituality that arises from the natural desire for
happiness that is built into all human beings. Servais Pinckaers
summarizes the connecdon between morality and spirituality in
this way: "The spontaneous, universal desire that receives an
unhoped-for answer lifts human hope to its highest pitch."23 What
follows are four ideas, already arising in Gaudium et Spes, for a
morality that would lift human hope to its highest pitch.
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a. Catholic morality will be a natural law morality, and it will not
be like preconciliar natural law moralities.
A first moral theological implication of keeping the "in" in
The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modem World is
that "the idea of natural law ought to be creatively renewed."24 If
one partial reading of Gaudium et Spes calls for a "shift away"
from natural law morality, then another such partial reading of
the document could legitimize a return to an only seemingly
objective natural law. Certainly we need no "immediate action"
to reestablish an inadequately thought through natural law:
The problem which many have found with the
version of natural law which dominated Roman
Catholic morality was that the whole person was
not kept in view: certain aspects seemed to be
given a significance and prominence out of
relation to the total person. The ongoing task, of
course, is to understand what it means to be a
person, to discover what are the lines of human
wholeness, what humanizes, what are genuine
human goods. But we should not expect to be
able to prove that a piece of behavior is inhuman
and therefore immoral as clearly as we can prove
something in the natural sciences. It is riot
something that can be easily "read off" from a
definition of human nature.25
Keeping church and world together in reading Gaudium et
Spes will result in a very different form of natural law morality
than is described above. First, such a morality will acknowledge
the church's dependence on "human experience, human judgment
and the relevant human sciences" in its discernment of moral
norms.26 There can be no other conclusion drawn from Gaudium
et Spes, paragraph twenty-two's confidence that the Spirit is at
work in "all people of good will."
But, second, instead of shifting away from natural law
morality, a Catholic morality based• in the pastoral constitution
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will abandon as illusory the search for any approach that is either
only for "individual persons " or is independent of faith. Gaudium
et Spes, paragraph fifty-one, called for an objective morality whose
criteria are drawn ex natura personae eiusdemque actuum. One c.in
find little support for moving away from natural law there.
And with respect to the search for a natural law morality
unconnected to faith, Alasdair MacIntyre reminds us that this is
an illusory search: "Modern Catholic protagonists of theories of
natural law have sometimes claimed that we can fully understand
and obey the natural law without any knowledge of God....But
a knowledge of God is ... available to us from the outset of our
moral enquiry and plays a crucial part in our progress in that
enquiry."27 So a first moral implication of keeping the church in
the modern world will be in our "creative renewal " of natural law
morality.
b. Catholic natural law morality will have unchanging moral norms,
and they will not be focused on sexual morality.
A second moral implication of keeping the church in the
world might be thought of in these terms: Gaudium et Spes has
suggested a clear move beyond both moral authoritarianism and
moral anarchy. That is, the pastoral constitution contains
unheeded wisdom for the debates around unchangeable moral
norms that have become almost intractable in our day.So, while
some moralists see unchanging moral norms around every corner
(especially if something sexual lurks there) and other moralists
deny the existence of any such norms, Gaudium et Spes, paragraph
twenty-eight, is precise in its listing of "the variety of crimes ...
that poison civilization." Unlike many moralists who call for
"immediate action " to clarify church teaching in the face of the
world's secularizing influences, the pastoral constitution does not
list sexual sins among those crimes, instead condemning "all
offenses against life...all violations of the integrity of the human
person . . . and all offenses against human dignity." Unlike a
second group of moralists who refer always to the complexity of
individual reality, Gaudium et Spes is clear that there are specific
forms of human behavior that always "poison civilization."
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In other words, Gaudium et Spes does have a list of what.have
become known as intrinsically evil acts. And to begin listing those
actions one should not look to the area of human sexuality but to
the area of direct attacks on human beings. In his own recent
reversal of his previous position' rejecting the existence of any
intrinsically evil acts, American moralist Timothy O'Connell put
it this way: "to kill the innocent directly is not to judge
incorrectly within morality. Rather, it is to attack the very
existence and meaning of morality."28
Basing a similar position on her understanding of Thomas
Aquinas's account of the fundamental inclinations of all human
beings, Jean Porter has written that "the more fundamental an
inclination is, the more absolute are the claims that it generates
regarding respect on the part of others."29 What I am claiming is
that these moralists find support for their moderate position on
the existence of (some) intrinsically evil moral acts in Gaudium et
Spes.
c. Catholic natural law morality will focus on our common
humanity, and will find that-commonality at the interior level of
virtue more than at the exterior level of norm.

A third moral implication follows from this reading of
Gaudium et Spes, an implication that again finds a way between
positions calling for either an abandonment or a restoration of
"traditional" natural law morality. Where some see human
individuality and uniqueness as the mark of the modern era and
others want "immediate action" (also at the level of imposing
more universal moral norms?), the view proposed here stresses our
common humanity and does so at the level of the vir.tues that
animate moral living from within human beings.
It is very significant that the pastoral constitution separates its
normative teaching, in its part one, regarding these "criminal"
actions from its teaching, in part two, regarding the "urgent
problems" of our day. That is, one should read the moral teaching
of the document as moving from part one's absolute prohibitions
to part two's descriptions of moral excellence. In this way the
constitution is following Aquinas's understanding of moral
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goodness which, according to Porter, moves from the
"fundamental" to the "higher" moral inclinations of human
beings.30
Thus, Gaudium et Spes, from its concern to protect individuals
from direct attacks on their human dignity (in part one), moves
out in successive stages from the individual person to our most
global concerns: part two begins closest to the individual in its
consideration of marriage, then to culture, then to economic and
social life, then to national political communities, then to inter
national peace, and finally to the establishment of a community
among all nations. So the document moves out from its most fun
damental concern with individual human life to its most excellent
and universal concern for all life together.
And Gaudium et Spes also shares Aquinas's wisdom about the
limits of normative morality. Describing Aquinas, Porter writes
that when it comes to matters involving not fundamental, but
excellent moral goods, "Aquinas has a very sketchy treatment,
providing little or no guidance when we attempt to negotiate these
waters. This relative sketchiness of Aquinas' account should be
seen as an indication of his wisdom, rather than his lack of fore
sight. . . . One can never be just unless he also possesses the virtue
of prudence."31 That the second part of the pastoral constitution
has almost no condemnations equivalent to those expressed in part
one's paragraph twenty-seven suggests that Gaudium et Spes shares
this Thomistic wisdom.32
This emphasis begins in part two of Gaudium et Spes with
paragraph fifty-one's linking of the virtue of "conjugal chastity"
to the possibility of even knowing what the integrum sensum of
marriage is.33 The-rereading of Gaudium et Spes I am proposing
supports Herbert McCabe's understanding of a helpful method for
moral theology: "You cannot fit the virtues into a legal structure
without reducing them to disposition to follow the rules. You can,
however, fit law and obedience to law into a comfortable, though
minor, niche in the project of growing up in the rich and
variegated life of virtues."34 Part two of Gaudium et Spes opens the
way to a rethinking of Catholic morality as beginning from a few
absolute prohibitions and moving toward a morality of virtue.
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d. Catholic natural law morality, situated in the communio of
virtue, will integrate concerns for subsidiarity with concerns for the
common good.
A last element of a Catholic morality that keeps the church
in the world will be that morality's ability to integrate the
inevitable tensions between concerns for subsidiarity and for the
common good. A Catholic morality-as-spirituality will emphasize
our human capacity for truth as a capacity to join others in
searching for the truth. If, as Josef Ratzinger claims, paragraph
sixteen on conscience is the leitmotiv of the pastoral constitution,35
then that paragraph's description of how conscience functions is
central to any adequate moral theology:
By conscience, in a wonderful way, that law is
made known which is fulfilled in the love of God
and of one's neighbor. Through loyalty to
conscience Christians are joined to others in the
search for truth and for the right solution to so
many moral problems which arise both in the life
of individuals and from social r.elationships.36
If God's call in conscience is the possibility of our setting out
on the moral life in the first place, then communities of virtue are
the possibility of our continuing on our way to discern our
particular moral obligations. Norbert Rigali insists that all virtue
is gained communally:
One can ask whether there has not been a
tendency in past theology to understand freedom
and moral responsibility themselves in an individ
ualistically distorted way. . . . If the radically
social doctrine of the Communion of the Saints
were less theologically neglected and under
developed, it would perhaps be more apparent
that the church must safeguard its teaching on
personal freedom and moral responsibility not
only against a doctrine reducing evil to social
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systems, institutions, or collectives but also
against an individualistically distorted view of
freedom and responsibility.37
Contemporary Catholic morality probably underemphasizes
the particularly ecclesial function that the magisterium plays in
this regard. Should not the magisterium remind all of us that we
will be divorced from the fundamental desires of our hearts unless
we are being transformed within the communio sanctorum? That
only as members of those being transformed by our communion
in the holy 'things of God, do we have a ghost of a chance of
finding a correct interpretation of our experience, of knowing and
doing our moral obligations? Again it is Kasper who gets the
theological significance right here:
Communio is not something we make or are even
able to produce. What is meant is much more the
community and the reconciliation with God that
was opened to us in Jesus Christ, and through the
preaching of the word of God is made present to
us now. The classically Catholic term communio
sanctorum did not in its origins mean the commu
nity of the holy ones, but community in the holy,
a common participation in the holy things.38
Could we not say that a confidence derived from our
participation in the "holy things" of God enabled Gaudium et Spes
to call the church to dialogue with the world in the expectation
of learning from the world? As Yves Congar put it: "The Church
has probably ... never before acknowledged so plainly that it too
receives from the world (as it readily admits in chapter four of
part one of Gaudium et Spes)."39
It is only inclusive communities of virtue that can equip
persons for the task that Gaudium et Spes enjoins to us: our
humanization as persons through our divinization. And this,
perhaps the most challenging moral implication of all in our
reading of Gaudium et Spes, is simply another instance of the
Thomistic spirit of the document. The way Aquinas put it is that
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"the higher one's degree of goodness, the more universal is one's
desire for good.Imperfect things extend no further than their own
individual good.God, who is most perfect in good, is the good of
all being. "40 The way Gaudium et Spes puts it is that the church
can only be the church in the modern world.

Conclusion
Ultim.ately the way Gaudium et Spes keeps the church in the
world is by helping both church and world come to a deeper
understanding of their own meaning. So the pastoral constitution
corrects any myopic focus on either church or world by attending
to both, but settling elsewhere, on the truth that is Jesus Christ
and will be fully ours in the world to come. Gaudium et Spes thus
affirms that human beings will always be revising what we know
to be true. Cardinal Colombo put the point best in a work
written just a year after the Council:
The actual course of the Council can show how
the Church understands that possession of truth
which constitutes its essence. The conciliar
debates, which have lasted four long years and
have sometimes been marked by very sharp
contrasts, unmistakably show that the possession
of truth in the Church is not something dead,
rigid, static, not a reason for comfortable repose,
but a ceaseless, inexhaustible search, struggle and
endeavor for renewal. . . . To describe this
relation (between Church and truth) we might
perhaps with profit modify the formula which
has led to the erroneous opinion that the Church
represents a dogmatism hostile to culture.Instead
of repeating perpetually that the Church is in
possession of the truth, we should say that the
Church is possessed by the truth.... Growth in
knowledge and love of truth is the basis and inner
law of the continued existence of the Church in
time. The day on which this growth reached its
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utmost limit would, according to the Church's
firm conviction, be the last day of history.41
To take such a stance on the meaning of The Pastoral
Constitution on the Church in the Modem World is simply to honor
the preposition "in." It is to follow the way of incarnation, God's
honoring of the world by taking flesh in it and assuming it into
God's own Son's life, death, and resurrection. To keep the church
in the world is to keep our eyes on Christ. It is to do what Paul
VI asked of the Council Fathers in his own speech inaugurating
the second session of the Council: "Where does our path start?
What course should it follow? What goal must be set? Three
essential questions, in all simplicity. There is only a single answer
to them.... Christ. Christ our principle; Christ our way and our
leader; Christ our hope and our goal. "42
We will keep our eyes on Christ if we refuse to' overfocus our
gaze on either the church in its present form or on the changing
world. This is a difficult, but not a partial strategy of inter
pretation; and it is a difficult, but not a partial way of life. It is
also the strategy that Gaudium et Spes took to keep the church in
the modern world.
Notes
1. "The expression 'in' was retained from the first version onwards.
It makes clear that it has never been a question of the Church standing
opposite to and facing the world, but of presence in it....Right from
the start it was never a matter of two opposed realities. Theologically,
that is not something to be taken for granted as a matter of course, for
at the•time the view of the World Council of Churches, for example, was
rather that of an opposition . . . 'Church and Society.' " Moeller,
"History of the Constitution," in Vorgrimler, ed. Commentary on the
Documents of Vatican II, vol.5 (New York: Herder and Herder, 1969), 81.
2.Kasper, "The Theological Anthropology of Gaftdium et Spes,"
Communio 22 (spring 1996): 140.
3. "Difficile insuper est in\renire iustum aequilibrium inter
revocationem grandium principiorum Evangelii - qua certe nos carere
non posse videmur - et descriptionem et enodationem praesentium
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condicionum, quae in luce horum principiorum tractandae sunt." Acta
Synodalia Concilii Oecumenici Vaticani II, vol. ill, pars V {Citta del
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